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Description

[0001] This invention relates to data processing systems and to operating systems therefor. In particular, the invention
relates to operating systems for computers and computer networks.
[0002] In order to function, a computer or computer system must comprise hardware, such as one or more processors,
input/output means, memory and various peripheral devices, and software in the form of both operating programs to
cause the hardware to perform in a certain manner and higher level programs which instruct the operating programs
to perform operations. Many operating systems have been designed in attempts to obtain the best possible performance
from the various processors available. Many of these operating systems are unique to one particular processor. Fur-
thermore, they may only support one or a small number of processing languages.
[0003] The present invention arose in an attempt to design an improved computer and computer operating system
involving a plurality of processors.
[0004] In accordance with this invention, and as defined in claim 1, there is provided a data processing system
comprising a plurality of data processors interconnected as nodes in a network and arranged to perform processes in
parallel, a collection of stored code segments selectable by those processors for the purpose of executing tasks allo-
cated to those processors, the code segments being common to and shared by all the processors in the system, and
means for selecting and loading into the local memories of two or more of those processors the code segments required
by those processors for the joint execution of a task allocated to them and for binding those selected code segments
into an executable task to be performed jointly by those two or more by processors, the code segments common to
and shared by all the processors in the system each comprising an individual program tool, individually selectable and
individually loadable into the local memory of each processor quite independently of the other code segments in the
said collection, and the binding means (DBAT) being operable to select and to load into the local memories of the
selected processors those and only those code segments required by those processors for the joint execution of the
task allocated to them and to bind the chosen code segments into an executable task which is to be performed jointly
by those two or more processors, the binding of the selected code segments into a complete task executable jointly
by those processors taking place only at the time of loading the selected segments into the local memories of the
selected processors, or during the execution of the task by those respective processors.
[0005] The provision of code segments in the form of individual tools individually and independently loadable into
local memory and which tools are bound into a complete task executable by the processors only at the time of loading
or execution means that the tools can be very short so that they can be loaded quickly into memory and since only the
tools actually required for the execution of the task are loaded only a minimum amount of memory space is needed.
[0006] Also, in a particular embodiment, the provision of code segments in the form of individual tools individually
and independently loadable into local memory enables the code segments to be written for a virtual processor using
its own code language and for those code segments to be translated into the native language of an individual processor
only at the time of loading. This enables several different processors each with its own native code to be incorporated
into the same network.
[0007] Preferably the network is arranged to perform a process of process allocation in which the processor at any
given node in the network, upon receiving instructions to perform a process, decides whether it, or a data processor
at one of the neighbouring nodes, is better able, at that time, to perform the process, and in accordance with that
decision either performs the process itself or passes the instruction to perform the process to that neighbouring proc-
essor.
[0008] In one embodiment the data processor at the first node may send a message to the data processor at each
adjacent node indicative of the processing space required to execute the process, the processor at the first node also
determining itself whether it has sufficient remaining space, the processor at each adjacent node being arranged to
reply to the processor at the first node with information indicative of whether the space is available, and wherein the
processor at the first node compares the replies with its own determination and either passes the process on to which-
ever of the neighbouring processors has the most space available, or takes the process itself if it has the most space
available.
[0009] Alternatively, the processor with the highest "power rating" is selected, the power rating being the effective
operations per second rating of the processor at any given node divided by the number of processes running at that
processor and multiplied by a function of the off-chip communication speed available to the processor in question.
Other methods and schemes of making the decision may be used.
[0010] Other aspects and features of the invention will be described with reference to the accompanying drawings,
in which:

Figure 1 shows schematically the program organisation of a computer system;
Figure 2 shows the hierarchy of the organisation of Figure 1;
Figure 3 shows the inter-relationship between a number of associated microprocessors during setting up of the
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computer system;
Figure 4 shows the same relationship at a later stage during processing;
Figure 5 shows a schematic flow chart for process allocation.

[0011] The following description is of a computing network having a plurality of processors, which may be arranged
either in the same vicinity, perhaps on the same wafer or chip, or spread out in a network linked by hard wiring, optical
fibres, longer distance telecommunication lines, or by any other means. The system described is sufficiently flexible
that any of these configurations and others besides, are appropriate. The processors are arranged to perform opera-
tions, programs and processes under the control of an operating system. The operating system enables programs to
be written for an imaginary processor, known as a virtual processor, which has its own predefined language. This virtual
processor enables any type of target processor to be used, or combinations of different types of processor, since the
program code written for the virtual processor is only translated at load time into the native code of each processor.
Thus, executable files can be transferred to any supported processor without modification or recompilation. Typical
processors which are suitable for the system include the Inmos T800 Transputer, Motorola 680X0, Intel 80386/80486,
TM534C40 Archimedes ARM and SUN SPARC. Other processors are of course suitable. The operating system is
adapted for parallel processing such that more than one operation may be conducted simultaneously, as opposed to
conventional computing systems which must pipeline data and operation so that only one operation can be performed
at any one time. Multi-tasking and multi-user capabilities are also included.
[0012] The system is data flow-driven and essentially involves a plurality of code segments or tools, which are bound
into a complete executable task only at the time of loading or execution. Thus, each of these tools can be very short
and, in themselves, almost trivial in their simplicity. For comparison, it should be noted that traditional computing binds
routines such as libraries, functions, and so on just after the compile stage in a process known as linking. The resulting
file is a large, bulky, complete self-contained executable image requiring very little modification at load time. The file
is not portable across processors and cannot easily adapt to changing components such as systems with small memory
capacities. Furthermore, the component parts thereof cannot be reused for other tasks or indeed changed at all. The
small components used in the present invention, which are only brought together to form an operation at the last minute
(a just in time process) are of course completely portable and may also be shared between two or more processors
at the same time, even though the processors are performing different jobs. Some tools are designed for a particular
application and others are designed without any particular application in mind. Thus, large applications having a (nom-
inally) large capacity can in fact run in a small memory capacity system and the application can choose to have available
in memory only that particular code segment or segments required at any one time, as is described below.
[0013] Data in the system is passed in the form of messages between code components. A code component which
is capable of receiving and sending messages is known as a process and consists of a collection of tools and the
binding logic for these and the data being processed. The system is illustrated schematically in Figure 1 in which there
is shown a central kernel of program code. The kernel is one 'block' and is the basic operating system which is used
by all processors in the network. Typically, it is of 8 to 16 kilobytes. Schematically illustrated outside the kernel are a
plurality of tool objets 2, any collection of which can form a process. A third level of program code is given by the tools
3. A typical process is shown by the arrows in the figure. Thus, a process which we shall call P1 comprises the kernel
code 1 plus two tool objects M1 and M2. Each of these tool objects, which may be of only a few hundred bytes long,
can utilise one or more of the tools 3. In this case, tool object M1 utilises tools T1, T2 and T3 and tool object M2 utilises
T3 (again), T4, T5 and T6. It is thus seen from the figure that a relatively complex process or program can be performed
by using a plurality of the relatively small segments, which are brought together only when necessary. More than one
process can be performed simultaneously by placing each process upon a different processor. The actual placement
of processes occurs by an automatic method outlined below, which method is transparent to the user, and indeed, to
the system as a whole. Thus, optimum load balancing and communication efficiency is ensured. As a result of this, a
number of processes that communicate can be automatically run in parallel.
[0014] Three fundamental component objects of the system are shown in Figure 2. These comprise data objects,
tool objects (tools) and process objects. A process object acts as a harness to call various tool objects. A process
essentially directs the logic flow of an activity and directs tool objects to act on data. Thus, a process object is at the
top of the hierarchical structure shown in Figure 2. A tool object corresponds to a traditional functional call or sub-
routine. It can only be used by reference and must be activated by something else such as a process object. This is
similar to the manner in which a function in C language is called by a main body of code, the important distinction being
that in the present system each code segment, ie tool, is completely independent. Finally, a data object corresponds
to a data file. A data file may contain information about itself and about how it can be processed. This information can
comprise, for example, information that points to the tool used to manipulate the data structure and local data relating
to this file. A process can have a publicly defined input and output, such as an ASCII data stream. The process can
thus be used by third party processes ie not only by the author. A process that is not publicly available will have a
private input and output structure and thus is only free for use by the author of a particular program, unless details of
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the input/output interface are made publicly available. One or more processes may combine to form an application
which is a complete job of work. It should be noted that an application can run on two or more processors.
[0015] As described above, applications can be multi-tasked and/or parallel processed. Processes can activate other,
child, processes which can themselves activate child (grandchild) processes, and so on. These processes are distrib-
uted throughout the available network of processors dynamically, and without the application or the programmer know-
ing the actual distribution. Communication between processes is based on a parent-child hierarchy. There are no
"master" nodes or processors as such and any arbitrary topology of any number of processors may be used. Figure
5 shows one possible algorithm for distributing processes between different processors in the network.
[0016] When a parent process wishes to co-process with a child process the message is firstly passed to a first
processor, and in particular to the kernel process on that processor. This process handles messages to and from the
processor and act as a process control/message switcher. The kernel of the first processor, designated "A" then cal-
culates the "power rating" of the processor. The power rating is essentially a measure of the capacity or space within
that processor to perform that particular process. The power rating may be defined as being the effective operations
per second rating of the processor divide by the number of processes running on that processor multiplied by a function
of the off chip communications speed available to it. Other methods of determining a power rating may, of course, be
used. For instance, a message to perform a particular process will be accompanied by the number of bytes required
by the process. Thus the power rating may comprise determining whether that number of bytes are available within
the processor's local memory. This memory may be an on-chip memory for a processor such as a transputer, or may
be off-chip. The local kernel then instructs the kernel of every neighbouring processor in the network (remembering
that by neighbouring is meant topologically neighbouring and that physically the processors may be a large distance
apart) to calculate their own power ratings. Each of the neighbouring processors then sends a message back to the
parent processor A indicative of the respective power rating. The kernel of A then compares all of the power ratings
and decides if its own power rating is greater than or equal to that of its neighbours. If so then the kernel of A decides
to accept the process itself. It does this by instructing its own dynamic binder and translator (see below) to instal the
child; it then sends a message to the instructing processor informing it of the unique mail box address of the receiving
processor. If the power rating of processor A is not greater than or equal to that of its neighbours then whichever
processor has the greatest power rating is chosen to accept the process. If all power ratings are equal then processor
A will accept the process. If the process is allocated to another processor then processor A sends a message to that
processor saying "take X Bytes, process name, parent mail box no.".
[0017] Having found a processor to take the child process, the process allocation dynamics could stop and the
process could be performed. However, it is more usual to repeat the same allocation sequence from the new processor,
ie, in the flow chart shown in Figure 5, the new processor chosen, processor B, becomes processor A and the cycle
starts again from the step of requesting the neighbours to calculate their power ratings. Thus, the search for a local
processor having the minimum current activity and thus the greatest capacity to perform a process automatically tends
to flood out from a centre point which is the originating master parent. This substantially guarantees load balancing
between the network of processors and local communications between tightly bound processes. Furthermore, it is
seen from the above that no master node is required and in any network one processor will usually have no more than
one process more than any neighbour to perform at any one time, if identical types. Alternatively, in some embodiments
the user can, if desired, select which processor or type of processor can perform a process. For instance, if the network
contains two types of processor, one of these types may be better adapted to perform a particular process, dependent
upon memory capacity, for example. The user can then specify that this process is to be performed by a particular type
of processor. It is also seen that the process, and therefore the programmer, has no requirement to know exactly where
it is in the network. A message can carry either data or code between processors, allowing messages to be in the form
of runnable code.
[0018] In an alternative embodiment, the processors may continually pass information relating to their "power rating"
between each other. This may be passed as embedded information in messages passed during the normal course of
communication or, during periods when no other messages are being passed between processors, a specific exchange
of power rating information only may occur, thus using unused communication time most efficiently. Each processor
can then be provided with a look-up table, for example, which gives the status of its immediate neighbouring processors
and its own immediate status. The power rating information may, for example, be passed in the form of one or a few
bytes at the end or the beginning of each ordinary message passed between processors. In this embodiment, when
receiving a request to perform a process, a processor can immediately determine whether or not to take the process
itself or to pass it to a neighbouring processor, and will know which one. Having determined to pass on a request to a
neighbouring processor, the request is sent and the receiving processor starts the decision process again until such
time as a processor determines that it is best adapted to perform the process itself.
[0019] A process can be in the form of five different states, these are

1. actively processing
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2. waiting for input
3. withdrawing
4. inactive
5. asleep.

States 1 and 2 require no comment. State 3 occurs when a process has received a command to withdraw. In this state
a process performs any activity which is necessary to become inactive. This can include, for example, processing
urgent mail, sending withdraw messages to all of its child processes, if any, and generally preparing for a convenient
state in which it can go inactive. If the process forms the top level of an application then it will often save its exact
current state as a message in a disk file. State 4 represents a process that is effectively terminated. In traditional
systems, this would mean that the process in memory would cease to exist and its memory space would be cleared
for subsequent use. In the system of the present invention, however, the process is marked as inactive but is not
removed unless and until its memory space is actually required. Thus, if another process in the same local processor
references an inactive process in state 4 it can immediately go to state 2. State 5 is that state of a process when it is
in permanent store such as on disk or other storage medium. When a process is inactive in state 4 and its memory
space required for another process, then that process goes from state 4 to state 5, ie is stored on disk and removed
from the local processor's memory. When a process which is in state 5 is required for a particular local processor, that
process is loaded from permanent store. Mail may then be available for the processor, which mail is taken from three
sources: either from the process's state on disk, or from the process's own header, ie information forming part of the
process, or mail from the parent process which caused the process to be loaded in the first place. This can cause the
process to transit from state 4 to state 2 and then to state 1.
[0020] The term "disk" is introduced above. This is a device containing a collection of data objects "files" stored on
a physical storage medium.
[0021] As described all processes are automatically given mailbox facilities and can read and send mail to any other
process having a known mailing address. This process could be, for example, a child process, the parent of the process,
any named resource, for example a disk drive or a display, any inactive process whose full storage address is known
or any other processors having a known mailbox address. If an active process sends mail to an inactive process the
mail may cause the inactive process to be executed as a child process or the mail may be stored until the target process
is awake.
[0022] A message passed between two active processes may take the following structure:

[0023] The message length is a byte count of the entire length of a message. If the Next Destination Pointer points
to a Destination Target Mailbox of "0" then no reply is required or expected. The array of onward destination mailboxes
for messages does not imply that a particular message is to be forwarded. The existence of a valid DTM in the array
signifies that a reply to a message should be forwarded to that process. In a simple case of a message requiring no
reply the DTM array will contain three values, the originator process mailbox, the target mailbox, then 0. Attempting to
send a message to the target ID 0 causes the message to be routed to the system mail manager. A message requiring
a reply to the sender will have a DTM array consisting of four values: originator mailbox, destination mailbox, originator's
mailbox, and 0.

#bits Description

32 Message length in bytes
32 Message Type Mask - type of message

eg code, debugging, information, error data
32 Message data offset - points to the start of

message data and therefore allows for the
fact that the DTM (see below) is not a fixed length

32 Next Destination Pointer (NDP) - signifies
the address to which a reply should be directed

64 Originator Mailbox
64 Destination Target Mailbox (DTM) - list

of process ID's
64 2nd DTM
... (more DTM's)
... (xxx) message data
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[0024] A pipe line of processes handling a stream of data will receive a DTM array which has (number of processes
in the pipe line)+two elements, including the originator's mailbox, plus the final destination as one of the processes in
the pipe.
[0025] 'Forked' pipe schemes are possible but require that a process actively creates the fork with another process
possibly actively joining the fork later.
[0026] Simple linear pipes need only reusable tool objects that operate in a similar fashion to Unix filters (as known
to those skilled in the art) but can run in parallel and can be persistent in the network.
[0027] Forked and jointed messaging is automatically handled when programming using the shell with simple input-
output filter tools.
[0028] Once in the memory space of a destination process the message structure has two further elements added
before the message length:

[0029] The forward and backward links point to other messages, if any, that make up the linked list of messages for
a process's incoming mailbox.
[0030] Mail is read by a processor in two stages, first the size of the message, then the rest of the message into a
buffer allocated dynamically for the message. This mechanism allows for a message to be redirected around a failed
node or a kernel which is, for some reason, incapable of receiving a message.
[0031] Messages may be allowed to be distributed to more than one destination, by means of a mail group distributor.
Any process which knows that it belongs to a group of processes can send a message to a mail group distributor
declaring its group membership. Alternatively, a process can send a message to the mail group distributor which defines
all its member processes. Once informed, the mail group distributor informs all member processes of the mailbox ID
which is to be used for that group. Mail which is to be sent to all members of the group is sent to the group mailbox
and copies are sent to all members except the originator. A single process may belong to more than one mail group,
and sub-groups may be provided. Private messages can also be sent between processes in a group without all other
processes being aware.
[0032] The following types of tool may be used: permanent tools forming the core of the operating system. They are
activated by the boot-up sequence and cannot then be disabled. Every processor always has a copy of each permanent
tool available.
[0033] Semi-permanent tools are activated for every processor by the boot-up process. The user can chose which
semi-permanent tools can be activated. Once activated they cannot be deactivated.
[0034] Library tools are used as required from a named library of tools. Once activated, they remain cached in the
memory of any processor that has run an application that references them, until memory constraints require their
deactivation.
[0035] Application tools are either virtual or non-virtual. Virtual ones are not necessarily active when an application
is running, but are activated when a process attempts to reference them. When not running, the virtual tool remains
cached unless the memory space is otherwise required. Thus, automatic 'overlay' is available for tools in large appli-
cations that cannot fit into available memory. Non-virtual tools are loaded with an application and in active place before
it executes. Thus, they are always available, and in memory during execution.
[0036] Each processor, or group of processors, in the network includes a permanent tool known as the "DBAT".
DBAT is written in the native code of the processor, and thus a specific version of DBAT is required for each different
supported processor. DBAT is capable of converting the virtual processing code into the native code of the target
processor. Each DBAT uses a list of tools. The list is a permanent and external tool list (PETL) which contains information
about all permanent and semi-permanent tools (this list is identical for every node), and all external tools such as
libraries which are currently referenced by the node, or previously referenced and still active, or inactive yet still avail-
able, for each individual node. On receiving a command to execute a process, the process is read into the local memory
area of the processor. By the term processor is also meant more than one processor which is connected in a network
with one DBAT. A pass is made through the process. In that pass, DBAT adds tools to the PETL.
[0037] External tools are added to the PETL in the following way; if the tool is already in the PETL, it is accepted as
available, or, if the tool does not exist in the PETL it is read in, and linked into the list of available tools. If this newly

#bits Description

32 Forward link pointer
32 Backward link pointer
32 Message length in bytes
32 Message Type Mask
etc
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installed tool contains other tool references, DBAT deals with these recursively in the same way. DBAT continues until
all the external tools are available.
[0038] DBAT 'translates' the VP code of the process and newly installed tools to the target processor, inserting and
correcting pointer information to tools inside the code. The unresolved virtual tool references are converted to a trap
to the virtual tool handler inside DBAT, with a parameter pointing to the full pathname of the tool. On completion, DBAT
allows the process to execute.
[0039] As each external tool is referenced by an incoming process, it has its usage flag incremented so that the tool
has a value for the number of processes currently using it. As each process deactivates, the usage flag of the tool is
decremented. When no process is using a tool, the tool has a usage flag value of zero, and can be de-activated by
removal from the PETL and its memory released. This will only happen if memory space garbage collection occurs,
allowing the system to cache tools. Semi-permanent and permanent tools are installed by DBAT at boot-up with an
initial value of 1, thus ensuring that they cannot be deactivated. Virtual tools are called by a process while running. A
virtual tool is referenced with a pointer to the tool's path and name, plus the tool's normal parameters.
[0040] The virtual tool handler in DBAT checks the PETL to see if the tool is already available. If so, the tool is used
as for a normal external tool. If it is absent, DBAT activates the tool (the same process as for any external tool activated
during a process start-up) and then passes on the tool reference. This is entirely transparent with the exception that
memory constraints may cause a fault if even garbage collection fails to find enough memory for the incoming tool.
Virtual memory techniques can be used to guarantee this memory.
[0041] Figures 3 and 4 show, schematically, a system in operation. Three processors (or processor arrays) 4 are
shown schematically 'linked' to a central 'virtual' processor VP. It is assumed that each processor has a total memory,
either on- or off-chip. At boot-up, each processor takes in DBAT and all the other permanent (P1 ....... Pn) and semi-
permanent tools (SP1 ..... SPm). This state is shown in Figure 3. All processors contain the same group of permanent
and semi-permanent tools.
[0042] Figure 4 shows a later state. One processor has been instructed to perform a process which uses library tools
L1, L2, L3 and L4. It therefore has read these in. In turn, this processor may read in various virtual or other tools as
required to execute a particular process. Another processor has read in tools L5, L6, L7 and L8. The final processor is
not, presently, performing any process. Two more processors may, of course, use the same library function by reading
a copy of it into local memory. Once a process has ended, the library tools remain cached in the respective local
memories until needed again, or until garbage collection. Of course, several processes may be run simultaneously on
any processor network as described above.
[0043] As well as handling the translation of VP code to native processor code, DBAT may, in some embodiments,
recognise native processor coding. Using native coding prevents portability of code but is acceptable as a strategy for
hardware specific tools (commonly drivers).
[0044] It should be noted that a process or tool may be coded either in VP code or native code, and mixed type tools
may be used together. However VP and native code cannot usually be mixed within a single tool. A utility based in
DBAT will accept VP code input and output native code for later running. This allows time critical application to be fully
portable in 'VP' source, but 'compiled' completely for a target system.
[0045] In order to help prevent unconstrained copying of applications, applications may retain the use of native coded
tool's ability, keeping the original VP coding in house for the creation of different products based on specific processors.
However, use of this feature prevents applications from running on parallel systems with mixed processor types.
[0046] If an externally referenced tool is not available then an error may be displayed under the action of DBAT with
the known details of the missing tool. The user can then decide whether to temporarily replace the missing tool with
another one or to permanently substitute another. Tool loss may occur by a missing or broken access route/path or,
for example, where a removable medium, such as a floppy disk, is currently not accessible. Objects can be moved on
and off a network, but this may often involve the removal of a whole application, all its dependent processes etc.
[0047] The virtual processor described above is an imaginary processor used to construct portable "executable"
code. As described above, the output of VP compatible assemblers and compilers does not require linking due to the
extremely late binding system which uses DBAT.
[0048] An 'executable' in VP code is processed by DBAT to its host target processor at load time before control is
passed to the code. The VP has a 16 by 32 bit register set with an assumed 32 bit linear address space, but not limited
to 16. Register Nos. 0 to 15 are completely general purpose. Registers , such as an IP (instruction pointer), segment
pointers, flags etc. are assumed, that is, they are implemented as necessary by the target processor. VP code is
designed to be extremely simple to 'translate' to a modern target processor, regardless of operating philosophy. Word
sized processes other than 32 bit ones can be handled easily. VP register set usage is not removed in the final target
executable code. The register set is often implemented in memory (called ghost registers) with the target register set
being used as required to implement the VP operation set on the memory registers. This pseudo interpretation of VP
coding by a native processor may have a slight speed disadvantage for some processors, but many benefits overall.
Processors with cached or fast memory ( such as the transputer) can actually show a performance increase, particularly
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where the native register set is very small, as in a transputer. Task switching times are extremely fast using this scheme
since the state of the native processor can be ignored, with the exception of a memory write to save the position of an
outgoing task's register set, and a memory read to restore the register position of the incoming task. The transputer
architecture makes even this unnecessary. Some embodiments may have a simple version of DBAT that does not
convert VP coding to native coding. These use VP macros that are compiled by a target processor macro assembler
into target executables. However, certain constructs, such as references to tools, objects etc, are retained for process-
ing and fix-up by DBAT. Industry standard target macro assemblers are perfectly suitable for this conversion.
[0049] The efficiency of the code ultimately run on a target processor is dependent on the two stages of compilation
and assembly by the VP compiler and DBAT respectively. The ability of the compiler to reduce the VP output to it's
most efficient form is not hampered, but obviously little or no peephole optimisations can take place. DBAT performs
peephole optimisations on the final code produced primarily by removing redundant native register/ghost register move-
ments that can be produced by some sequences of VP codes.
[0050] On transputers, VP ghost registers can result in equal or better performance than traditional register use.
Ghost registers are placed in on-chip RAM on transputers, effectively producing a 'data cache' for all processes running.
Up to 48 processes can use on-chip memory ghost registers on an Inmos T800 transputer. Further processes require
space in off-chip memory.
[0051] The system described may include a graphical user interface for operating using windows, mice and the like.
Windows can be displaced, with respect to a display means, and operated on, or their contents operated on, by means
of a mouse, keyboard, or other input means.
[0052] In relation to the systems described above with reference to the accompanying drawings, the feature or fea-
tures which constitute the present invention are defined and set out in the following claims. Other aspects of those
systems are protected in their own right by Application No. 93914859.9 (EP 0667011B), the parent of the present
application, and by a second divisional application, Application No. 96115043.0 (EP-A-O756233).
[0053] Finally and without prejudice to other Trade Marks used herein and not so acknowledged, the following are
specifically acknowledged as Registered Trade Marks:

INMOS
TRANSPUTER
MOTOROLA
INTEL

Claims

1. A data processing system comprising a plurality of data processors interconnected as nodes in a network and
arranged to perform processes in parallel, a collection of stored code segments selectable by those processors
for the purpose of executing tasks allocated to those processors, the code segments being common to and shared
by all the processors in the system, and means for selecting and loading into the local memories of two or more
of those processors the code segments required by those processors for the joint execution of a task allocated to
them and for binding those selected code segments into an executable task to be performed jointly by those two
or more by processors,

characterised in that the code segments common to and shared by all the processors in the system each
comprise an individual program tool, individually selectable and individually loadable into the local memory of each
processor quite independently of the other code segments in the said collection,

and in that the binding means (DBAT) operates to select and to load into the local memories of the selected
processors those and only those code segments required by those processors for the joint execution of the task
allocated to there and to bind the chosen code segments into an executable task which is to be performed jointly
by those two or more processors, the binding of the selected code segments into a complete task executable jointly
by those processors taking place only at the time of loading the selected segments into the local memories of the
selected processors, or during the execution of the task by those respective processors.

2. A system as claimed in Claim 1, wherein the network is operable to perform a process of process allocation in
which the data processor at any given node, upon receiving an instruction to perform a process, decides whether
it, or a data processor at one of the neighbouring nodes, is better able, at that time, to perform the process, and
in accordance with that decision, either performs that process itself or passes the instruction to perform the process
to that neighbouring processor.

3. A system as claimed in Claim 2, wherein first-mentioned processor determines a rating of itself and ratings of its
neighbouring processors for performing the process, compares the thus determined ratings to determine which of
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the processors has the highest rating, and then either allocates the process to whichever of the neighbouring
processors has the highest rating, or performs the process itself if it itself has the highest rating.

4. A system as claimed in Claim 3, wherein, if the first-mentioned processor and one or more of the neighbouring
processors have equal highest ratings, the processor receiving the instruction performs the process itself.

5. A system as claimed in Claim 3 or 4, wherein the rating of each processor is determined from the number of
processes currently running on that processor.

6. A system as claimed in Claim 3 or 4, wherein the rating of each processor is determined from the effective-oper-
ations-per-second rating of that processor divided by the number of processes running at that processor multiplied
by a function of the off-chip communication speed available to that processor.

7. A system as claimed in Claim 3 or 4, wherein the rating of each processor is determined from the available amount
of local memory of that processor.

8. A system as claimed in any of Claims 2 to 7, wherein, if the instruction is passed to a processor at one of the
neighbouring nodes in the network as being better able, at that time, to perform that process than the processor
to which that process was first allocated, that neighbouring processor repeats the allocation process all over again

9. A system as claimed in any of Claims 2 to 8, wherein, to allocate the process to the processor at one of the
neighbouring nodes, the first processor instructs the neighbouring processor with data indicative of the number of
bytes required, the name of the process, and the address at which the process is currently stored.

10. A system as claimed in any of Claims 2 to 9, wherein information relating to the ability of the processors at the
nodes to perform processes is added to other messages passed between those processors.

11. A system as claimed in any of Claims 2 to 9, wherein information relating to the ability of the processors at the
nodes to perform processes is passed between pairs of processors at adjacent nodes when no other information
is being passed between those processors.

12. A system according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the said code segments are written for a virtual
processor and in a virtual processor code languge that is different from the native code language or languages of
the said processors, and wherein, following the selection of the code segments required by the respective proc-
essors for the execution of a task jointly allocated to them, the selected code segments are translated by the
respective processors into their native code language(s) at the time of loading those selected code segments into
the local memories of those processors.

Patentansprüche

1. Datenverarbeitungssystem mit einer Mehrzahl von Datenprozessoren, die als Knoten in einem Netzwerk mitein-
ander verbunden und so ausgelegt sind, daß sie Verarbeitungen parallel durchführen, einer Zusammenstellung
gespeicherter Codeabschnitte, die von diesen Prozessoren für den Zweck auswählbar sind, daß den betreffenden
Prozessoren zugeordnete Aufgaben ausgeführt werden, wobei die Codeabschnitte für alle Prozessoren in dem
System gemeinsam da sind und von allen Prozessoren in dem System geteilt werden, und mit Einrichtungen für
das Auswählen und Laden der Codeabschnitte in die lokalen Speicher von zwei oder mehr Prozessoren, nämlich
derjenigen Abschnitte, die von diesen Prozessoren für die gemeinsame Ausführung einer ihnen zugewiesenen
Aufgabe erforderlich sind, und um diese ausgewählten Codeabschnitte zu einer ausführbaren Aufgabe zusam-
menzufügen, die von diesen zwei oder mehreren Prozessoren gemeinsam auszuführen ist,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Codeabschnitte, die allen Prozessoren in dem System gemeinsam sind und von
allen geteilt werden, jeweils ein individuelles Programmwerkzeug (tool) aufweisen, welches individuell auswählbar
und in den lokalen Speicher jedes Prozessors individuell ladbar ist, und zwar im wesentlichen unabhängig von
den anderen Codeabschnitten in der Zusammenstellung,
und daß die Zusammenfügungseinrichtung (DBAT) so arbeitet, daß sie diejenigen und nur diejenigen Codeseg-
mente auswählt und in die lokalen Speicher der ausgewählten Prozessoren lädt, welche für die gemeinsame Aus-
führung der den betreffenden Prozessoren zugewiesenen Aufgabe erforderlich sind, und um die ausgewählten
Codeabschnitte zu einer ausführbaren Aufgabe zusammenzufügen, die durch die betreffenden zwei oder mehr
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Prozessoren gemeinsam ausgeführt werden soll, wobei das Zusammenfügen der ausgewählten Codeabschnitte
zu einer vollständigen Aufgabe, die von den betreffenden Prozessoren gemeinsam ausführbar ist, nur während
des Ladens der ausgewählten Segmente in die lokalen Speicher der ausgewählten Prozessoren oder während
der Ausführung der Aufgabe durch die betreffenden Prozessoren stattfindet.

2. System nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Netzwerk so betreibbar ist, daß es einen Vorgang der Verarbeitungszuwei-
sung durchführt, in welchem der Datenprozessor an irgendeinem gegebenen Knoten nach Empfang eines Befehls,
eine Verarbeitung durchzuführen, entscheidet, ob er selbst oder ein Datenprozessor auf einem der Nachbarknoten
zu diesem Zeitpunkt besser in der Lage ist, die Verarbeitung durchzuführen, und entsprechend dieser Entschei-
dung entweder die Verarbeitung selbst durchführt oder den Befehl für die Durchführung der Verarbeitung an den
betreffenden Nachbarprozessor weiterleitet.

3. System nach Anspruch 2, wobei der zuerst erwähnte Prozessor eine Bewertung für sich selbst und Bewertungen
der Nachbarprozessoren für die Durchführung der Verarbeitung vornimmt, die so bestimmten Bewertungen ver-
gleicht, um festzustellen, welcher der Prozessoren die höchste Bewertung hat, und dann entweder die Verarbeitung
an denjenigen der Nachbarprozessoren zuweist, welcher auch immer die höchste Bewertung haben mag, oder
die Verarbeitung selbst durchführt, wenn er selbst die höchste Bewertung hat.

4. System nach Anspruch 3, wobei dann, wenn der ersterwähnte Prozessor und einer oder mehrere der benachbarten
Prozessoren die gleichen höchsten Bewertungen haben, der die Anweisung empfangende Prozessor die Verar-
beitung selbst durchführt.

5. System nach Anspruch 3 oder 4, wobei die Bewertung jedes Prozessors aus der Anzahl von Verarbeitungen
bestimmt wird, die derzeit auf dem betreffenden Prozessor laufen.

6. System nach Anspruch 3 oder 4, wobei die Bewertung jedes Prozessors aus der Rate bzw. Zahl der effektiven
Operationen pro Sekunde für den betreffenden Prozessor bestimmt wird, dividiert durch die Anzahl von Verarbei-
tungen bzw. Vorgängen, die auf diesem Prozessor laufen, multipliziert mit einer Funktion der für den Prozessor
verfügbaren Kommunikationsgeschwindigkeit außerhalb des Chips.

7. System nach Anspruch 3 oder 4, wobei die Bewertung jedes Prozessors aus dem verfügbaren Speicherraum an
lokalem Speicher des Prozessors bestimmt wird.

8. System nach einem der Ansprüche 2 bis 7, wobei dann, wenn der Befehl bzw. die Anweisung an einen Prozessor
auf einem der Nachbarknoten in dem Netzwerk als dem besser geeigneten weitergeleitet wird, damit dieser die
Verarbeitung durchführt anstelle des Prozessors, welchem die Verarbeitung zuerst zugewiesen wurde, der Nach-
barprozessor den Zuweisungsvorgang vollständig neu wiederholt.

9. System nach einem der Ansprüche 2 bis 8, wobei für die Zuweisung der Verarbeitung an den Prozessor auf einem
der Nachbarknoten der erste Prozessor den Nachbarprozessor durch Daten anweist, die die Anzahl erforderlicher
Bytes, den Namen des Vorganges und die Adresse anzeigt, unter welcher der Vorgang bzw. die Verarbeitung
gerade gespeichert wird.

10. System nach einem der Ansprüche 2 bis 9, wobei Information, die sich auf die Fähigkeit der Prozessoren an den
Knoten bezieht, Verarbeitungen durchzuführen, anderen Nachrichten, die zwischen diesen Prozessoren weiter-
geleitet werden, hinzugefügt wird.

11. System nach einem der Ansprüche 2 bis 9, wobei Information, die sich auf die Fähigkeit der Prozessoren an den
Knoten bezieht, Vorgänge durchzuführen, zwischen Paaren von Prozessoren an benachbarten Knoten hindurch-
geleitet wird, wenn keine weitere Information zwischen diesen Prozessoren weitergeleitet wird.

12. System nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, wobei die Codeabschnitte für einen virtuellen Prozessor in einer
virtuellen Prozessorcodesprache geschrieben sind, die sich von der natürlichen Codesprache oder -sprachen der
betreffenden Prozessoren unterscheidet, und wobei im Anschluß an die Auswahl der für die jeweiligen Prozessoren
erforderlichen Segmente für die Ausführung einer Aufgabe, die ihnen gemeinsam zugewiesen wurde, die ausge-
wählten Codeabschnitte von den jeweiligen Prozessoren in ihre natürlichen Codesprachen übersetzt werden, und
zwar zu dem Zeitpunkt des Ladens der betreffenden ausgewählten Codeabschnitte in die lokalen Speicher der
betreffenden Prozessoren.
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Revendications

1. Un système de traitement de données comprenant une pluralité de processeurs de données connectés l'un à
l'autre sous forme de noeuds dans un réseau et agencés de manière à exécuter des processus en parallèle, une
collection de segments de code mémorisés susceptibles d'être sélectionnés par ces processeurs dans le but
d'exécuter des tâches allouées à ces processeurs, les segments de code étant communs à tous les processeurs
du système et partagés par eux, et un moyen destiné à sélectionner et charger dans les mémoires locales de deux
de ces processeurs ou davantage les segments de code requis par ces processeurs pour l'exécution conjointe
d'une tâche allouée à ceux-ci et pour lier ces segments de codes sélectionnés en une tâche exécutable à exécuter
conjointement par ces deux processeurs ou davantage,
caractérisé en ce que les segments de code communs à tous les processeurs du système et partagés par eux
comprennent chacun un outil de programme individuel qui peut être sélectionné individuellement et chargé indi-
viduellement dans la mémoire locale de chaque processeur sensiblement indépendamment des autres segments
de code de ladite collection,
et en ce que les moyens de liaison (DBAT) peuvent intervenir pour sélectionner et pour charger dans les mémoires
locales des processeurs sélectionnés les segments de code requis, et seulement ceux-ci, par ces processeurs
pour l'exécution conjointe de la tâche qui leur est allouée et pour relier les segments de code choisis en une tâche
exécutable qui doit être exécutée conjointement par ces deux processeurs ou davantage, la liaison des segments
de code choisis en une tâche complète conjointement par ces processeurs n'étant effectuée que lors du charge-
ment des segments sélectionnés dans les mémoires locales des processeurs sélectionnés, ou pendant l'exécution
de la tâche par ces processeurs respectifs.

2. Un système selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le réseau peut intervenir pour exécuter un processus d'allocation
de processus dans lequel le processeur de données à un noeud donné quelconque, lorsqu'il reçoit une instruction
d'exécuter un processus, décide si lui-même ou un processeur de données situé à l'un des noeuds voisins est
mieux capable, à cet instant, d'exécuter le processus et, en fonction de cette décision, soit exécute le processus
lui-même, soit passe à ce processeur voisin l'instruction d'exécuter le processus.

3. Un système selon la revendication 2, dans lequel le processeur mentionné en premier lieu détermine un indice
de lui-même et des indices de ses processeurs voisins quant à l'exécution du processus, compare les indices
ainsi déterminés afin de déterminer celui des processeurs dont l'indice est le plus élevé et, ensuite, soit alloue le
processus à celui des processeurs voisins dont l'indice est le plus élevé, soit exécute lui-même le processus s'il
a lui-même l'indice le plus élevé.

4. Un système selon la revendication 3, dans lequel, si tant l'indice du processeur mentionné en premier lieu que
celui d'un ou plusieurs des processeurs voisins sont au niveau le plus élevé, c'est le processeur recevant l'ins-
truction qui exécute lui-même le processus.

5. Un système selon la revendication 3 ou 4, dans lequel l'indice de chaque processeur est déterminé à partir du
nombre de processus actuellement en cours sur ce processeur.

6. Un système selon la revendication 3 ou 4, dans lequel l'indice de chaque processeur est déterminé à partir de
l'indice de ce processeur en termes d'opérations effectives par seconde, divisé par le nombre de processus en
cours sur ce processeur, multiplié par une fonction de la vitesse de communication hors microplaquette disponible
à ce processeur.

7. Un système selon la revendication 3 ou 4, dans lequel l'indice de chaque processeur est déterminé à partir de la
quantité de mémoire locale disponible à ce processeur.

8. Un système selon l'une quelconque des revendications 2 à 7, dans lequel, si l'instruction est passée à l'un des
processeurs à l'un des noeuds voisins du réseau parce que ce dernier est à cet instant mieux capable d'exécuter
ce processus que le processeur auquel ce processus était alloué en premier lieu, ce processeur voisin répète
dans sa totalité le processus d'allocation.

9. Un système selon l'une quelconque des revendications 2 à 8 dans lequel le premier processeur donne au proces-
seur voisin, pour allouer le processus au processeur situé à l'un des noeuds voisins, des instructions qui com-
prennent des données indicatives du nombre d'octets nécessaires, du nom du processus, et de l'adresse à laquelle
le processus est actuellement mémorisé.
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10. Un système selon l'une quelconque des revendications 2 à 9, dans lequel une information concernant la capacité
des processeurs situés aux noeuds à exécuter des processus est additionnée à d'autres messages échangés
entre ces processeurs.

11. Un système selon l'une quelconque des revendications 2 à 9, dans lequel une information concernant la capacité
des processeurs situés aux noeuds à exécuter des processus est échangée entre des paires de processeurs à
des noeuds adjacents lorsque aucune autre information n'est échangée entre ces processeurs.

12. Un système selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel lesdits segments de code sont
écrits pour un processeur virtuel et dans un langage de code de processeur virtuel qui est différent du langage ou
des langages de code natifs desdits processeurs, et dans lequel, après la sélection des segments de code requis
par les processeurs respectifs pour l'exécution d'un tâche qui leur est allouée conjointement, les segments de
code sélectionnés sont traduits par les processeurs respectifs dans leur(s) langage(s) de code natif(s) lors du
chargement des segments de code sélectionnés dans les mémoire locales de ces processeurs.
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